
WHAT GOD THINKS OF HUMAN NATURE? 
 
 
The Antediluvian and the Postdiluvian verdict of God: Look at Genesis 6:5! God saw not 
only outward sin, that was great and multiplied, and cried to him for vengeance; he saw 
sin in the sons of men, the descendants of Cain; worse still, he saw treachery and 
departure from God in the sons of the chosen one, the sons of Seth had gone astray also. 
The sons of God saw the daughters of men that they were fair, and the two races became 
mingled resulting in monsters of iniquity. But, worse than that, he saw that the thoughts 
of men‟s hearts were evil: man could not think without being evil; indeed, more, the 
substratum which underlies actual thought, unformed, unfashioned thought, the eggs, 
the embryos of thought, called here the “imagination of the thought”, the first 
conception, the infant motions of the soul, all these He found to be evil. But observe, He 
says they were “only” evil. Not one trace of good, no gold amidst the dross, and no light 
amidst the darkness, they were “only” evil.” And then he adds that word “continually.” 
What! Never any repentance! Never any yearning towards the right! No pure drops of 
holiness now and then? No, never. “Every” imagination, notice that word. The whole 
verse is most clear, a broom that sweeps man clean of all boasted good. “Every” 
imagination, when he was at his best, when he stood at God‟s altar when he tried to be 
right, even then his thoughts had evil in them. Spurgeon says, “All man‟s thoughts, all 
his desires, all his purposes are evil, expressly or by implication; because the subject of 
them is avowedly sinful, or because they do not proceed from a holy principle, and are 
not directed to a proper end. It is not occasionally that the human soul is thus under the 
influence of depravity, but this is its “habit” and “state.” It seems impossible to construct 
a sentence which should more distinctly express its “total” corruption than this. Look at 
this other passage which is my text; you will see it gives a different phase of the very 
same evil, but it does not abate one jot or tittle of it; it is still “the imagination of man‟s 
heart,” it is still the inward character, the essence, the pit, the marrow of mankind which 
God is dealing with. It is not the stream which comes from man that is foul, but the 
fountain of man, the innermost source of the fountain, the imagination of his heart is 
evil: and we are told here what we are not told in the other text, that his thoughts are 
evil “from his youth”, that is to say, from his earliest childhood; and it would not be evil 
from his childhood in every case if there were not certain seeds of evil sown before that, 
and therefore we can go further, and in the words of Holy Scripture, we can confess with 
sorrowful truthfulness:“Behold I was shapen in iniquity, and in sin my mother 
conceived me.” From the very earliest imaginable period in which human nature exists it 
is a defiled, tainted thing, and only worthy of God‟s utter abhorrence; and if it were not 
that he smells a sweet savor in the sacrifice of Christ, he would say, as he did say in the 
sixth chapter, “He repented that he had made man on the earth, and it grieved him in 
his heart. And the Lord said, „I will destroy man whom I have created from the face of 
the earth.‟ ” 
 


